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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF PEER REVIEW COURSE PORTFOLIO My goal for my peer review of teaching project was to better understand how to improve students’ learning of how to teach secondary mathematics in reform-oriented ways. Most students that pursue admission into the Secondary Mathematics Teacher Education Program have little to no experience learning mathematics in reform-oriented ways. These preservice teachers (PSTs) were “successful” in mathematics courses in middle and high school, most of them taking honors or accelerated courses. However, many of these PSTs did not have opportunities to engage as active participants in their own learning and develop complex cognitive skills and processes, the focus of reform-oriented instruction. This presents a few problems. First, it is quite hard for a PST to value teaching that is different from what he or she experienced when what he or she experienced proved to be not only conducive to learning, but also quite enjoyable. Second, for PSTs that develop a desire to teach in reform-oriented ways, they often lack the conceptual understanding or problem-solving skills that are needed to feel confident in their abilities to teach in this way.  I specifically chose to focus on the first mathematics teaching methods course (TEAC 451P) in a two-course professional sequence. I often teach both of these courses and when I do I have the same group of students in both courses. I chose to focus on this course for two reasons. First, of the two courses in the sequence this first course was the most under-developed. Since this course is offered each spring, when I started at UNL in the fall of 2012, I began teaching the second course in the sequence. I found that having only one semester with students I aimed to pack two semesters worth of learning into one. When I taught the full sequence for the first time I noticed that building on my first iteration of TEAC 452P, TEAC 451P seemed to lack content and organization compared to a very packed TEAC 452P. Since this was the second time I was teaching the first course, it was a nice opportunity to rethink the distribution of content across the two courses and to better describe and articulate the goals of the course. Second, with the recent reforms in Standards (i.e., the wide-spread adoption of the Common Core Standards for Mathematics), the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) produced a new document, 
Principles to Actions, the goal of which was to “describe the conditions, structures, and policies that must exist for all students to learn (p. vii). This document outlines six Guiding Principles for School Mathematics: Teaching and Learning, Access and Equity, Curriculum, Tools and Technology, Assessment, and Professionalism. While none of these principles are “new,” the document puts them together in a way that encouraged me to rethink how I might structure the goals of both of my teaching methods courses, beginning with the first course, TEAC 451P. 
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1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE TEAC 451P: Learning and Teaching Principles and Practices: Secondary Mathematics is the first of two secondary mathematics teaching methods courses taken by undergraduates who are seeking initial secondary (7-12) mathematics certification. See Appendix A for the typical four-year plan for mathematics education students. This is the second time I have taught this course. This course is offered within my department, The Department of Teaching, Learning, and Teacher Education (TLTE).  In order to enroll in TEAC 451P, students must have been admitted to the teacher education program and be mathematics education or mathematics majors seeking certification.  This course is preceded by pre-professional courses, including courses in mathematics (taken in the Mathematics department) and teacher education courses (taken in TLTE). Students must successfully complete pre-professional courses by earning grades of at least C+ (undergraduate)/B (graduate) in order to enroll in TEAC 451P. This course is proceeded by the second mathematics teaching methods course (TEAC452P), which I teach as well. To continue on in the program, students must successfully complete all professional coursework by earning grades of at least C+ (undergraduate)/B (graduate). This professional coursework includes courses within and outside my department.  TEAC 452P, the second teaching methods course,  is paired with a practicum in middle or high school mathematics classrooms, which is followed by a full semester of student teaching in a middle or high school mathematics classroom before graduation and teacher certification is awarded.  Every effort is made to place students in high needs schools for their practicum and student teaching experiences. In addition, a new requirement has been recently put into place that will require students to take the PRAXIS II Mathematics Content Exam and earn the state-approved cut score before being eligible for certification. The students in my focus class will be the first group that will need to fulfill this requirement in order to earn certification.  As described above, I chose to focus on TEAC 451P because it was the most under-developed, but also because I wanted to restructure the course around the guiding principles outlined in NCTM (2014)’s Principles to Actions (See Appendix B for descriptions of each of the Guiding Principles). This restructuring not only guided my overarching goals for TEAC 451P, but required me to also think about the proceeding course, TEAC 452P. Table 1.1 illustrates how I chose to break up the Guiding Principles.  Table 1. 1. Distribution of Guiding Principles across TEAC 451P and TEAC 452P TEAC 451P (first semester) TEAC 452P (second semester) Teaching and Learning Access and Equity Tools and Technology Curriculum Assessment Professionalism Although it is somewhat artificial to break up these guiding principles, due to the time and “new” nature of these issues for PSTs, it seems both appropriate and necessary to focus on a smaller subset each semester in order to focus on each of these at a deeper level. That said, breaking up some of these guiding principles between the two semesters does not 
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 mean that they are ignored in the semester in which they are not a focus. For example, we do not ignore issues of access and equity in the second semester.   I specifically choose to break the guiding principles up in this way for a few reasons. First, two principles (i.e., Teaching and Learning, Professionalism) are addressed in both courses. The Teaching and Learning Principle includes eight Practices for Effective Mathematics Instruction, which we work on in both semesters. These include the following 1) Establish Mathematics Goals to Focus Learning 2) Implement Tasks That Promote Reasoning and Problem Solving 3) Use and Connect Mathematical Representations 4) Facilitate Meaningful Mathematical Discourse 5) Pose Purposeful Questions 6)Build Procedural Fluency from Conceptual Understanding 7) Support Productive Struggle in Learning Mathematics 8) Elicit and Use Evidence of Student Thinking. Professionalism is something that we also work on in both courses as PSTs learn to transition from students to teachers. We begin by developing relationships of a professional nature in the first methods course as PSTs learn to not only think of the people in their class as their classmates or friends, but also as their colleagues in the teaching profession. We then expand this in the second methods course as PSTs transition even more to the role of teacher in their school setting and begin to develop professional relationships with students of their own and other school colleagues such as their cooperating teacher, other teachers in the department and school, administrators, and parents. Second, I chose to distribute the remaining four principles across the two courses. I chose to focus on Access and Equity and Curriculum in the first course so that PSTs were exposed to these ideas before beginning their work in schools. As described earlier, most secondary mathematics PSTs were successful mathematics students in environments that their soon-to-be students will not necessarily be successful in. It is important for PSTs to grapple with this prior to engaging with students.  
2. TEACHING METHODS/COURSE MATERIALS/COURSE ACTIVITIES 
 One of my goals for this course was to focus on depth over breadth.  Therefore, using the Guiding Principles, I developed three objectives for the course. I addressed these objectives with various classroom activities and multiple assessments that were completed either individually or in groups. Table 2.1  describes these objectives, activities, and assessments.   Table 2.1.  Course Objectives, Methods/Activities, and Assessments  Objectives Course Methods/ Activities Assessment (Graded) Assessment (Not Graded) Objective 1:  Develop an understanding of what it means to learn AND teach mathematics to ALL students 
• In-Class Discussions (small-group, whole class) 
• Peer Teaching  
• Curriculum Topic Study 
• Mathematics Autobiography 
• Plan, Teach, & Reflect  
• Beliefs Activity 
• Reflection Prompts  
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 Objective 2: Learn to read and analyze  school mathematics curriculum and  Standards 
• In-Class Discussions (small-group, whole class) 
• Peer Teaching  
• Curriculum Reading 
• Curriculum Topic Study 
• Plan, Teach, & Reflect 
• Task Analysis  
• Unit Plan 
• Reflection Prompts  
Objective 3: Develop the ability to design and teach mathematics units and lessons. 
• In-Class Discussions (small-group, whole class) 
• Peer Teaching  
• Plan, Teach, & Reflect 
• Unit Plan  
• Reflection Prompts  
 
2.1 COURSE METHODS/ACTIVITIES 
 
 TEAC 451P met for three hours each week. For the first month of the semester the course was organized as a 3-hour seminar course. Time was devoted to in-class activities and discussions (in both small groups and whole class). In February, half of each class was devoted to peer teaching (usually 2 lessons per class session). The remaining half  of the course continued in the same seminar format. At the end of the semester, part of one class period was devoted to a panel discussion with current student teachers and beginning teachers. This provided PSTs with the opportunity to ask questions about practicum, student teaching, and the job search. I have also found that recent graduates enjoy sharing their experiences and can serve as good mentors to PSTs.  
2.1 COURSE ASSESSMENTS  Student learning was assessed through graded and non-graded assignments. I describe each of these assignments below and share results from these assessments in the next section.  
Beliefs Activity (Objective 1 - not graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in articulating and examining their beliefs about teaching and learning. PSTs were asked to place themselves on a series of four continuums that described productive and unproductive beliefs related to the learning and teaching of mathematics.  [Individual Work] 
 
Curriculum Reading (Objective 2 - graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in reading a lesson from a reform-oriented curriculum, focusing on the teachers’ guide. PSTs were asked to 1) complete a text feature walk and 2) question the text. The text feature walk 
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 required PSTs to identify the text features present in the teacher’s guide, describe the purpose of these features, and reflect on their helpfulness. Questioning the text required that PSTs read the materials and write down questions they had as they read. They were then asked to identify which questions would be the most critical to answer in order to aid them in planning and enacting the lessons. [Individual Work] 
 
Curriculum Topic Study (Objectives 1 & 2 - graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in familiarizing themselves with topics in the mathematics curriculum. Groups of PSTs were assigned one of the following topics in the secondary (6-12) mathematics curriculum: 1) Ratio, Proportion & Measurement, 2) Number & Quantity, 3) Algebra – Expressions & Equations 4) Geometry, 5) Functions, 6) Statistics & Probability. For their topic they were asked to read and synthesize research related to learning and teaching the topic, describe how the topic is addressed in standards documents, develop learning goals for the topic across grades 6 - 12, and produce a presentation that highlighted the key aspects they learned from the project to share (on VoiceThread) with their classmates. PSTs were then asked to comment on at least one presentation. Since this video includes student names and voices I chose not to include this in my analysis of student work.  Instead, I provide a sample of one lesson video in Appendix D.  [Group Work]  
 
Mathematics Autobiography (Objective 1 - graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in articulating their own experiences learning mathematics and to describe their notions of success. [Individual Work]  
Plan, Teach, Reflect (Objectives 1, 2, & 3 - graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in planning, teaching, and reflecting on a lesson from the same reform-oriented curriculum for which they completed the unit plan. The lesson was taught to their peers (who assumed the role of secondary mathematics students) during class. The lesson was recorded and posted on VoiceThread. In addition, PSTs were required to complete homework assigned by their classmates, provide short feedback immediately after the lesson, and provide detailed feedback on the VoiceThread video for two peers throughout the semester. Since this video includes student image I chose not to include this in my analysis of student work.  Instead, I provide a sample of one lesson video in Appendix E. [Individual Work]  
Reflection Prompts (Objectives 1, 2, & 3 – not graded). These assignments include questions that asked PSTs to reflect on their learning. [Individual Work]  
Task Analysis (Objectives 2 – graded). This assignment asked PSTs to analyze the tasks in one unit of a traditional/conventional (non reform-oriented) textbook to determine what types of thinking is required of students. [Individual Work]  
Unit Plan (Objectives 2 & 3 - graded). This assignment engaged PSTs in using a reform-oriented curriculum and the concept of Backward Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005) to plan a unit. The Backward Design process includes 1) identifying desired results, 2) determining acceptable evidence, and 3) planning learning experiences and instruction. [Group Work] 
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3. ANALYSIS OF STUDENT LEARNING & FEEDBACK 
 In this section, I present my analysis of student learning. I begin by providing some descriptive statistics to describe the overall performance in the course and on the graded assessments. I then follow this with an analysis of two non-graded assessments. I end the section by sharing examples of work from three PSTs that present a range of performance in the course . 
3.1 WHOLE-GROUP MEASURES  Table 3.1 shows the distribution of final course grades and the graded assessments. Table 3.1. Distribution of Whole-Class Grades on Assessments  Assessments Maximum Minimum Range Mean Stnd Dev Variance Curriculum Reading 100 53 47 84.36 13.75 189.28 Curriculum Topic Study 99 81 18 90.84 6.65 44.34 Mathematics Autobiography  90 70 20 81.31 6.85 46.95 Plan-Teach-Reflect (PTR) 95 72 23 87.42 5.53 30.66 PTR – Detailed Feedback 100 50 50 94.78 12.34 152.48 PTR – Homework  96 60 36 90.05 9.62 92.68 Task Analysis 100 75 25 88.68 8.86 78.53 Unit Plan & Reflection  96 77 19 88.21 7.89 62.27 
Final Grade 97.62 77.75 19.87 91.00 4.94 24.43  The mean final grade in class was a 91.00% (A-) with a maximum grade of 97.62% (A+) and a minimum of 77.75% (C+). Since this course is a professional course, all students must earn at least a C+ in order to continue on to the next course in the sequence, TEAC 452P, a course I will teach in the fall.  In this class of 19 students all but one student earned a B or higher. The student that earned lower than a B did earn a C+ and will be able to continue on to TEAC 452P. In addition to the above graded assessments, I also assessed student learning and growth through non-graded assessments. I share data from three of these assessments, the Beliefs Activity, which I did at the beginning of the semester and two of the Reflection Prompts that I asked students to complete on a survey I administered in the mid/latter portion of the semester.   
The Beliefs Activity. In this activity, which we did on the first day of the semester, PSTs were asked to place their name on the continuum closest to the statement that they felt most strongly. I obtained these statements from NCTM’s (2014) Principles to Actions, where 
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 they are classified as productive or unproductive. However, the statements were not labeled as such when students completed the activity. Figure 3.1 illustrates the completed continuums.   Figure 3.1. Completed Belief Continuums
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 Analysis of the placement of names seems to indicate that virtually all PSTs came in with the productive beliefs that 1) all students need a range of strategies and approaches from which to choose in solving problems (Belief Continuum #2) and 2) that mathematics learning should focus on developing understanding of concepts and procedures through problem solving, reasoning, and discourse (Belief Continuum #4). For #4 one student placed themselves in the middle between the two statements.  Placement of names on Belief Continuum #1 indicate that most PSTs came in with the productive belief that the role of the students is to be actively involved in making sense of mathematics tasks by using varied strategies and representations, justifying solutions, making connections to prior knowledge or familiar contexts and experiences, and considering the reasoning of others. Although no PSTs were closer to the unproductive belief that the role of the student is to memorize information that is presented and then use it to solve routine problems on homework, quizzes, and tests, there were three PSTs that we close to the middle. Belief Continuum #3 was the most varied. This was quite different than the other three. Not one single PST placed their name right next to the belief statement, meaning that the feelings for this one were not as strong as with the others. More than half of the PSTs tended towards the productive belief that students can learn mathematics through exploring and solving contextual and mathematical problems, but 7 were either in the middle or tended towards the unproductive belief that students can learn to apply mathematics only after they have mastered the basic skills. After all PSTs placed their names I asked them what they noticed when they looked across all four continuums. As expected, at some point the conversation turned to Continuum #3.  It became apparent during discussion that PSTs were conflicted about this one because they believe that both mastering basic skills and learning through exploring and solving contextual and mathematical problems are important. One student that tended towards the productive belief noted that they do believe basic skills are important, but they do not believe that you can ONLY apply mathematics after those skills are masters. Others agreed. In the past, I have had PSTs complete a belief survey (where they agree or disagree with various statements). The advantage to that is that PSTs are not as likely to be influenced by colleagues. In this activity, it is unclear whether PSTs were influenced by where their colleagues placed their names. I found this activity engaged more PSTs in unpacking the beliefs and our conversation was more productive than in the past. I meant to revisit this activity at the end of the semester, but did not. Fortunately, I have these PSTs in the second methods course in the fall. I will revisit it then, but might have them do it individually first before we share as a whole class.   
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Reflection Prompts. I present responses to two reflections prompt. The first was particularly useful in gaining insight into what students learned while the second prompt was useful in obtaining insight into the methods that were most conducive to learning (or at least preferred). 
Prompt #1: “What have you learned about the learning and teaching of mathematics?” The following are direct quotes from student responses. For each response, when possible, I include the course objective addressed by the response. I have also bolded instances within the comments that provide evidence of PSTs thinking about learning or teaching in reform-oriented ways (i.e., students are active participants in their own learning and develop complex cognitive skills and processes), including reaching ALL students, particularly students that are not like them I learned… 
• “that teaching math can become more of an interactive classroom setting 
then just procedural. I think the lessons we have been using have really been 
useful in showing this aspect in class.” [O1,O3] 
• “that my students will not be like me. This was obvious to me, but I had 
never deeply thought about it. Most of the students in my class will 
struggle, which is not really an aspect that I understand. I felt like I 
struggled, but then would always receive feedback that I understood the 
material correctly. [O1]” 
• “about teaching and math in different ways than I ever have before. It's been 
fun learning about the actual teacher material rather than content. I've never 
seen a lesson plan or a unit so that's been really helpful just preparing for what 
teaching will be like and I also like talking again about social justice, 
because it's not something just one class will remind you to think about.” 
[O1, O2] 
• “ that teaching is not about doing the mathematics, it's about 
understanding the mathematics. In order to teach someone a mathematical 
skill, you have to have a really solid understanding of the skill yourself.” [O1] 
• “we want to get away from completely rote learning of mathematics and 
actually create a meaningful learning experience for our future students. 
It's not to say that learning the basics isn't important, but the future calls 
for us to restructure the way we teach math. I have found that it is very 
important also to know the students in the class I will teach someday 
because each class will be a little different and each class will require 
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slightly different methods. I have also learned the importance of planning a 
lesson and that good planning helps facilitate good teaching.” [O1,O3] 
• “that getting to know your students is more important than I realized 
because their interests and cultures are extremely important in relating 
material to them.” [O1] 
• “teachers have to be patient, and teachers I've had in high school were patient 
and went slowly compared to some professors I've had in college.” [O1] 
• “teaching is centered around teachers having meaningful interactions 
with students. For example, designing tasks then engage students and 
properly assess their learning.” [O1, O3] 
• “your thought process is different in the role of a teacher than it is as a student. 
You have to be able to express your thoughts clearly so your students can 
understand the material.” [O1] 
• “how important it is to thoroughly know and understand math definitions.” 
• “ways to embed things like social justice into lessons. I have also learned 
ways change lessons to be more conceptually based.” [O1, O3] 
• “about lesson planning and how important it is to challenge your students.” 
[O1, O3] 
• “that mathematics can be taught in many different ways like a discovery 
approach. Mathematics can also be used to help teach other things like 
social justice and general critical thinking. Mathematics can also be 
taught at varying difficulties of cognitive demand and each has merit in 
teaching.” [O1] 
• “the most about reading curriculum and writing a lesson plan. More 
specifically, I have learned the value in thinking through a lesson 
thoroughly and being able to recognize the possible thought processes 
your students may have. I look forward to learning more about writing 
assessments/grading. In regards to learning mathematics, I have learned a 
lot about the value of high demand tasks and how effective they can be 
for students' learning.” [O1, O2, O3] 
• “that it is going to be a continual learning process. I can't learn to be a perfect 
teacher in a semester in one class. I have to be patient and continue to build my 
knowledge and skills over time. I have also learned that there is often not 
one right answer. While there is a right answer to each problem, kids are 
going to learn differently and likely find new ways to get to each answer.” 
[O1] 
• “about the different kinds of learning and how some are more effective 
than others in the long run.” [O1] 
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• “what kind of teacher I want to become. Because not all students learn the 
same way and that it seems that students have a hard time getting along 
with math. So it made me think of ways we can somehow fix this while mixing 
it with the curriculum.” [O1, O2] 
• “different ways of approaching mathematics and the teaching of 
mathematics in new ways. I hadn't ever given much thought to teaching 
for social justice before and teaching in such an active way. I would like to 
continue to learn about how to teach students in a way that is engaging for 
them.” [O1] 
• “a lot about how students will end up viewing things differently, and if as 
a teacher the information isn't presented in a certain way the student 
may not receive much from it. So teaching is really about evolving to find 
methods that work.” [O1] Looking across these responses, PSTs reported to have learned a variety of things that align with my course objectives and the overall goal of learning to teach mathematics in reform-oriented (16 out of 19 PSTs reported learning something related to reform-oriented teaching and learning). All responses aligned in some ways with Objective 1 indicating that PSTs seemed to develop (or at least began to develop) a sense of what it means to learn and teach mathematics to ALL students. This was evidence by many PSTs describing the fact that they learned that math can be learned in different ways and can therefore be taught in different ways, each contributing to a greater likelihood that they can reach all students, particularly students that are not like them and that may not be fond of mathematics. There were also a number of PSTs responses (6) that indicated that they learned how to plan and teach lessons/units (Objective 3), including how important it is to think through your plan and plan purposeful questions. Few of the responses indicated that PSTs learned much related to Objective 2. One reason for this could be because I asked PSTs to respond to this question before completing the Curriculum Topic Study (CTS), the main assignment that addressed Standards and curriculum (broadly). I also wonder if students felt that the CTS assignment did not contribute to their learning about Standards as this assignment involved examining how various mathematical topics were addressed by the Common Core Standards for Mathematics (CCSS-M), a set of Standards that Nebraska has not adopted.  I propose this as a possibility because in my evaluations two PSTs did question the focus on CCSS-M rather than the Nebraska math standards. Student 1: “I didn't dislike learning about the Common Core standards, 
however, I feel that since a lot of us will be teaching in Nebraska it would have 
been nice to have a little more focus on learning Nebraska State Standards. 
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 Student 2: “One comment I have is that because we are getting Nebraska 
certified and many of will be staying in the state of nebraska for teaching, is to 
incorporate more of the Nebraska standards for students. We spend a lot of 
time on Common Core. But Nebraska is not a common core state and nobody 
knows how much longer Common Core will be around. “ 
Prompt #2: “What aspects of this course and/or teaching help you learn best?”  Table 3.2 presents the methods/activities/assignments that were mentioned in PSTs responses and the number of PSTs that gave each of these responses.  Table 3.2.  Methods/Activities/Assignments Mentioned by PSTs  Method/Activity # of PSTs Class Discussion 14 Planning/Teaching a Lesson (PTR) 7 Getting/Giving Feedback from/to Peers (PTR) 2 Class “Structure” (e.g., broken up, predictable) 2 Readings 2 Examining Curriculum Materials 1 Unit Plan 1  Responses to this prompt were useful in gaining an understanding of what class activities, methods, or assignments PSTs found most conducive to learning.  The most frequently mentioned activities was class discussion. I found our class discussions to be quite lively with participation from most (if not all students), but I am never sure whether PSTs are gaining anything from this. Not all PSTs explained what it was about discussion that was so helpful, but many did and most mentioned that they learn best when they hear different perspectives or points of view, one saying that  
“They make me think in ways that I normally wouldn’t”  while another said  
“When I hear different opinions and ideas on the material, I tend to remember 
it better and understand it more.”  I was also quite happy that one student mentioned liking how I “opened up the floor” and encouraged disagreements. She said,  
“I think hearing different people’s points of view is extremely helpful in that it 
helps me see things in a new way. Allowing us to disagree as well is also helpful 
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because it helps me see that all of us had a different math background and have 
different views on how to teach.”  The second most frequent aspect of the course was the peer teaching. This is often something that PSTs enjoy, even if at first they find it awkward or “more difficult” to teach their peers. Although this was not true for the last group I had in the second methods course (but not the first) who often commented that we spent too much time teaching lessons and not enough time doing other course activities. I did have one student in this group mention that when we began teaching the lessons we seemed pressed for time and often we would  
“brush over a lot of topics. We introduce something, but never necessarily close 
the case. Sometimes I feel like discussion is rushed, as we have to make time for 
other plans”  Although it might be that sometimes I purposefully don’t “close the case,” I do agree that discussion or other class activities might get rushed or pushed to the next week in order to have time for lessons. 
3.2 SELECTED STUDENT MEASURES AND WORK EXAMPLES  In this section I focus on the learning of three PSTs: Jasmine, Victoria, and Michael. All names are pseudonyms.  I chose these students because they represent a range of achievement (i.e., high, medium, low). I first present their grades across all assignments. This is followed by samples from their Plan, Teach, and Reflect assignment since this assignment assesses all three course objectives.  Table 3.3 shows the final grades and grades on each assignment for these three PSTs.  Table 3.2. Jasmine’s, Victoria’s, and Michael’s final grades and grades on all assignments 
Assignment Jasmine (High) 
Victoria 
(Medium) 
Michael 
(Low) Curriculum Reading 98 83 86 Curriculum Topic Study 99 96 81 Mathematics Autobiography  90 80 70 Plan, Teach, & Reflect (PTR) 95 90 82 PTR – Detailed Feedback 100 100 50 PTR – Homework  95 90 60 Task Analysis 95 90 80 Unit Plan  95 89 77 
Final Grade 97.62 91.52 77.75  
Jasmine (High) 
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  Jasmine’s performance throughout the course was of high quality. She was an enthusiastic and avid participator. Early on in the course she seemed to understand and value reform-oriented methods of teaching and was eager to learn ways to engage students conceptually.   Jasmine’s Plan, Teach, & Reflect assignment was the best in the class, maybe the best I have seen in the last three years. She was one of very few students to provide specific evidence for how she assessed whether she met each of the goals of her lesson.  In addition, for the goals she did not meet, she explicitly described actions steps she would take to improve the lesson so that she may attend to these objectives more closely.    The following is an excerpt (with evidence bolded and action steps underlined) from her reflection: 
“I think I did a good job in meeting the main objective of my lesson, but I could 
improve upon in teaching the two other objectives I had. The main goal of the 
lesson was for students to understand that parallel lines have the same slope 
and never intersect. Several students demonstrated they understood this 
concept in both small groups and whole class discussions. For instance at 
9:20 in the video, Nick defined parallel lines as never intersecting. Also 
when I asked him if there was another part to the definition of parallel 
lines he said, “They have the same slope.” Brittany also demonstrated she 
understood the main objective by stating, “parallel lines have the same 
slope” at 4:15 in the second video. 
 
Another objective of the lesson was to have students practice calculating slope 
using the formula they had previously learned. During the lesson as I asked 
students how they got their slope, everyone was using the slope formula 
correctly. When it came to the homework though, several students 
confused averages with slope by calculating the slope when asked to 
calculate the average. Slope and average rate of change are used 
interchangeably and students must have assumed that average and 
average rate of change are the same, but they are slightly different. For 
example, problem 2 of the homework asked for the average amount of coffee 
consumed per day and there were a handful of students who used the slope 
formula, which gave them the answer 3−30
188−0
=  −27
188
=  −0.144. The average 
though is the total amount of coffee consumed over the number of days it took 
to consume it, which would give you a 30−3
188
=  27
188
= 0.144. If I were to teach 
this lesson again, I would make sure that students had a clear understanding 
between average and average rate of change. When I introduced the 
homework, I asked students about negative slope because the majority of the 
homework was dealing with this concept. In the future though I would have 
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students also tell me how to find an average and how that differs from finding 
slope. 
 
The last objective I had was for students to create equations for lines using the 
slope-intercept formula. Though every student used the formula correctly 
in both class and on the homework, I never got feedback if they 
understood why and how the formula worked.  All I know is that they 
know how to use it. Also I got a few comments on my immediate feedback that 
it would have been beneficial to review the formula before asking students to 
create the equation. For the future, I think reviewing the formula would not 
only help students to remember it, but I could ask questions about why the 
slope and y-intercept is in the equation and how they would make sense of this. 
This would allow me to get better feedback about their full understanding of 
the slope-intercept formula.  In addition to providing specific evidence, drawing on what she heard her students say or do, Jasmine is careful of assuming too much. She recognized that although her students “used the formula correctly in both class and on the homework” she was unable to determine whether they understood how the formula worked because she did not get the necessary feedback from students to make that claim. She describes an action step that not only addresses the feedback from her peers, but also would enable her to gain insight into how students “make sense” of the slope and y-intercept.   There was also evidence in Jasmine’s reflection that she has been thinking about reaching all students by infusing real world examples and issues of social justice into her mathematics teaching.  
“There is one task I would add if I were to teach this lesson for a full class 
period. In brainstorming ideas for “real-life” examples dealing with parallel 
lines, I came up with a task dealing with the wealth gap. I would set up a story 
where there are two college graduates, one who came from high SES and one 
who came from a low SES. At first we would assume a hypothetical situation 
that these students got the same job after graduation with the same pay rate 
and both got promotions at the same time. I would ask students to graph a line 
expressing their total income throughout their lifetime. Since one student was 
from a low SES, he or she had to take out student loans and so his or her 
starting point or y-intercept would be lower than the student from a high SES. 
This would reinforce the idea that parallel lines never intersect and have the 
same slope. From there, I would ask students to draw the lines based on what 
they believed would actually happen in reality and give reasons behind the 
changes they made.  One example would be the student from the high SES could 
afford to attend a more prestigious university and so he or she got a job with a 
higher rate of pay from the start. By adding this task in, I hope students would 
not only increase their automaticity with linear lines, but also gain insight to 
the increasing wealth gap.” 
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Victoria (Medium) 
 Victoria was also an avid participator in class; however, her grades on most assignments hovered right around the mean. She began the course with a more traditional mindset with her image of a mathematics classroom being more teacher-directed than student-centered. Victoria’s Plan, Teach, and Reflect assignment provided evidence of her teacher-focused mentality. As with most of her grades, Victoria’s grade on the Plan, Teach, & Reflect assignment was right around the mean (just slightly below).  Although she did address whether she felt that she achieved her objectives and recognized that she “just barely” met them, she does not support this claim with evidence. The following is an excerpt from her reflection on her goals: 
“Looking back at my lesson, I think I achieved the goals of the lesson but just 
barely. I am not sure if it was a lack of time or if I did not give enough 
background for the students but the activity took a lot longer than I expected it 
to and since it took longer for the groups to get through problems 1 and 2 that 
took time off of explanation and discussion as a class. I wanted students to get 
through problems 1 and 2 because those were the two problems that dealt with 
the material more and I wanted everyone to have gotten through those two 
problems before moving on, but looking back it probably would have been way 
more beneficial for me to have groups do number 1 and then work as a class to 
get our answer for number 2 and maybe connections would have been clearer 
between instantaneous speed and average rate of change because I do not 
think I covered that connection well.  Unlike, Jasmine who explicitly describes what she heard or saw her students do, Victoria’s description focuses on what she did, but not what her students were able to do or what they understood. In addition, Victoria’s action steps for improving her ability to meet this goal involved her explaining rather than providing opportunities for her students to actively participate: 
“I tried to make the connection around 1:56, trying to have students think 
about what we know about instantaneous speed and from what we’ve learned 
from previous lessons but I think if I would have told students to find points 
really close together that would have sparked a lot more understanding.” In reflecting on additional changes, however, there is evidence in Victoria’s reflection that she wants her students to participate actively through discussion 
“If I could change the task I would have allowed way more time for discussion. I 
probably would have had every group work on 1 together and bring the class 
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together to get the answer and then I would have had them work with their 
groups for 3 minutes to think about how they would solve 2 and not actually 
solve it and then bring the class together again and worked through 2 using 
their ideas and slowing fishing through their ideas to find the correct method 
and then if time allowed have them finish solving number 2 if we already did 
not as a class. I would make this change because I think for a concept such as 
this one, it can be a lot to take in and splitting it up might allow students to 
catch up if they feel as if they are falling behind and I could answer questions to 
the whole class so everyone could benefit from what is being asked”  The focus of this excerpt  is, once again, more on actions Victoria can take rather than on the ways in which and reasons for trying to engage her students as active participants. 
Michael (Low) 
 Michael struggled throughout the course, earning the minimum grade to move on to the second teaching methods course. Although he participated in class discussions, he was often resistant to considering different viewpoints, particularly ones that challenged his perception of what it means to learn and teach mathematics. He often did poorly on assignments because he did not complete them fully, did not follow directions, or struggled to reflect in ways that provided evidence of his learning. He was given the chance to revise assignments, but did not take the opportunity to do so. Michael struggled with enacting and reflecting on his own lesson.  During the enactment of his mathematics lesson he often lost track of what he wanted to say and fumbled to find the right words.  His lesson reflection lacked depth, providing no evidence for whether he achieved his lesson goals, and included  “excuses” for the issues that occurred in his lesson or those that his peers raised in their feedback illustrated in the following expert, 
“Edith noted that I could’ve gone to review a little bit more about what 
happened in those lessons to understand the concept a little better (@1:12), 
and see how those two previous lessons relate to the current lesson (i.e. “What 
base do we use?”).  Unfortunately, I didn’t teach those lessons, and I would’ve 
probably had to form a mini lesson plan for them.  I figured students’ memories 
were fresh enough with the material that they would remember what 
happened in those lessons.” Rather than consider this suggestion, from Edith, Michael describes why he didn’t think it was necessary to review. He also mentions that he was unable to this review because he did not teach the previous lessons. 
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 Michael’s reflection also provided evidence of his naïve understanding of planning (i.e., that having a ten-step plan means that the lesson will run smoothly) and curriculum materials (i.e., that they tell you exactly what to do)  evidenced by the following statement: 
“I feel like I started out the lesson really well, was well-prepares, and knew 
what I wanted to do.  I created a ten-step plan for the lesson.  The teacher’s 
guide pretty much told me exactly what I had to do and I did it.” 
 Most worrisome, was Michael’s final line in his reflection: 
 
“Overall, if lessons in a real classroom went like this, I’d quit 
within the first two weeks.”  As Michael is likely to have lessons like this in the future, I worry that he will not be able to reflect and learn from his experiences.  Near the end of the semester, in fear of not earning a C+ in the course, Michael asked if he could revise his reflection before I graded it. I allowed him to do this, but as with other assignments which he had the opportunity to revise (e.g., Unit Plan, Curriculum Reading), he chose not to.  
4. REFLECTION ON THE COURSE  
4.1 PLANNED CHANGES  The course portfolio process was invaluable in helping me restructure my course and reflect more deliberately on student learning. As a teacher educator, it was actually a bit embarrassing when I first looked at the course goals, activities, and assessments outlined in my course syllabus from the last time I taught this course. I learned that not only was I not communicating explicitly with my students about the relationship between the assessments and the course goals, there was no relationship (or a tenuous one, at best). This is not to say that the assignments PSTs engaged in the first time I taught this class were not valuable, but I did little to model Backwards Design and a clear alignment between assessments and course objectives (something I harp on with my PSTs when they write unit and lesson plans!). Collecting more reflections from students, particularly related to their learning, and analyzing performance on individual assessments provided a more nuanced picture of student learning than I got the last time I taught this course.   After analyzing student learning and reflections, there are several things I would like to change about the course the next time I teach it. They are as follows:  
• Provide more opportunities and scaffolding for PSTs to learn to use evidence to support their claims for meeting objectives in lessons 
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• Work to manage time better (and number of assignments) so that I can continue to have in-class discussions and so that these discussions are not rushed (even when we begin peer teaching) 
• Work even more to focus on depth over breadth by decreasing the number of assignments and/or in-class activities so that more time can be spent discussing, revising, and refining ideas and assignments.  
• In addition to exposing students to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics, I would like to incorporate more work with the Nebraska Standards for Mathematics. This spring a new draft of these standards was posted for public comment. It is likely that I will not wait until I teach this class again, but I will engage the students I had in TEAC 451P this past spring in examining these in the fall when I have them in TEAC 452P. 
• Collect more reflections throughout the semester from students where I ask them to provide feedback on their own learning as it relates to learning and teaching mathematics on the teaching methods, activities, and assignments that contribute (nor not) to their learning, Not only will this be useful information for me, but it can encourage PSTs self-regulation and accountability for their own learning 
• Mentor a graduate student in learning to teach secondary preservice mathematics teachers.  
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICS EDUCATION TYPICAL B.S. 4-YEAR PLAN 
 
Year 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Semester 2 · Spring 
MATH 107: Calculus II 4cr 
ACE 4 3cr 
ACE 5 3cr 
ACE 7 3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Total Credits 16 
 
 
Semester 1 · Fall 
ACE 1 3cr 
COMM 109: Fundamentals of 
Human Communication 3cr 
MATH 106: Calculus I 5cr 
Elective 3cr 
Total Credits 14 
 
Semester 4 · Spring 
TEAC 259: Instructional 
Technology 
3cr 
MATH 221: Differential 
Equations 
3cr 
MATH 310: Introduction to 
Modern Algebra 
3cr 
ACE 9 3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Total Credits 15 
 
 
Semester 3 · Fall 
TEAC 331: School & Society 3cr 
EDPS 251: Fundamentals of 
Adolescent Development for 
Education 
3cr 
EDPS 297: Professional 
Practicum Experiences II 
1cr 
MATH 208: Calculus III 4cr 
STAT 380: Statistics 3cr 
Elective 1cr 
Total Credits 15 
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Year 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year  4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Semester 5 · Fall 
TEAC 330: Multicultural 
Education 
3cr 
MATH 350: Concepts in 
Geometry 
3cr 
MATH 405: Discrete and Finite 
Mathematics 
3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Total Credits 18 
 
Semester 6 · Spring 
TEAC 45P1:  Learning and 
Teaching Principles and 
Practices: Secondary 
Mathematics 
3cr 
MATH 314: Linear Algebra 3cr 
MATH 407: Mathematics for 
High School Teachers I 
3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Elective 3cr 
Total Credits 15 
 
 
Semester 8 · Spring 
TEAC 497P:  Student 
Teaching: Secondary 
Mathematics 
9cr 
TEAC 403B: Secondary 
Student Teaching Seminar 3cr 
Total Credits 12 
 
 
Semester 7 · Fall 
TEAC 452P: Curriculum 
Principles and Practices: 
Secondary Mathematics 
3cr 
TEAC 397PP: Professional 
Practicum Experience III: 
Secondary Mathematics 
3cr 
EDPS 457: Learning and 
Motivation Principles for 
Secondary Teaching 
3cr 
SPED 401B: Accommodating 
Exceptional Learners in the 
Secondary School Classroom 
3cr 
MATH 408:  Mathematics for 
High School Teachers II 3cr 
Total Credits 15 
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APPENDIX B: NCTM’S (2014) PRINCIPLES TO ACTIONS 
 
Guiding Principles for School Mathematics 
Teaching and Learning. An excellent mathematics program requires effective teaching that engages students in meaningful learning through individual and collaborative experiences that promote their ability to make sense of mathematical ideas and reason mathematically.  
 
Access and Equity. An excellent mathematics program requires that all students have access to a high-quality mathematics curriculum, effective teaching and learning, high expectations, and the support and resources needed to maximize their learning potential.   
Curriculum. An excellent mathematics program includes a curriculum that develops important mathematics along coherent learning progressions and develops connections among areas of mathematical study and between mathematics and the real world.   
Tools and Technology. An excellent mathematics program integrates the use of mathematical tools and technology as essential resources to help students learn and make sense of mathematical ideas, reason mathematically, and communicate their mathematical thinking.  
Assessment. An excellent mathematics program ensures that assessment is an integral part of instruction, provides evidence of proficiency with important mathematics content and practices, includes a variety of strategies and data sources, and informs feedback to students, instructional decisions, and program improvement.  
Professionalism. In an excellent mathematics program, educators hold themselves and their colleagues accountable for the mathematical success of every student and for personal and collective professional growth toward effective teaching and learning of mathematics. 
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APPENDIX C: COURSE SYLLABUS 
 
          
PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF COURSE  Learning to teach is not something that can take place in a semester or a year. Good teachers are still engaged in considering how to improve their practice even after many years in the classroom, searching for new ways to craft instruction to enable all students to learn. Becoming proficient in these practices is a career-long endeavor. In this course, you will begin to learn tools to help you enact these practices, but more importantly, you will develop the habits of mind to continue improving in your ability to conduct these practices during your student teaching, and throughout your teaching career.   TEAC 451P/851P and 452P/852P uses as an overarching structure, NCTM’s (2014) Guiding Principles for School Mathematics: 
• Teaching and Learning. An excellent mathematics program requires effective teaching that engages students in meaningful learning through individual and collaborative experiences that promote their ability to make sense of mathematical ideas and reason mathematically.  
• Access and Equity. An excellent mathematics program requires that all students have access to a high-quality mathematics curriculum, effective teaching and learning, high expectations, and the support and resources needed to maximize their learning potential.  
• Curriculum. An excellent mathematics program includes a curriculum that develops important mathematics along coherent learning progressions and develops connections among areas of mathematical study and between mathematics and the real world.  
• Tools and Technology. An excellent mathematics program integrates the use of mathematical tools and technology as essential resources to help students learn and make sense of mathematical ideas, reason mathematically, and communicate their mathematical thinking. 
TEAC 451P/851P 
LEARNING AND TEACHING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES: 
SECONDARY MATHEMATICS 
Instructor: Dr. Lorraine Males  
214A Henzlik Hall 
402-472-2536 
lmales2@unl.edu OR lorrainemales@gmail.com 
Twitter: @DrMalesMathEd 
Class Meeting: Tuesdays 3:30 – 6:20pm 
    Henzlik 45 
 
Office Hours: By appointment 
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• Assessment. An excellent mathematics program ensures that assessment is an integral part of instruction, provides evidence of proficiency with important mathematics content and practices, includes a variety of strategies and data sources, and informs feedback to students, instructional decisions, and program improvement. 
• Professionalism. In an excellent mathematics program, educators hold themselves and their colleagues accountable for the mathematical success of every student and for personal and collective professional growth toward effective teaching and learning of mathematics.  The overarching goal of TEAC 451P/851P (the first of two teaching methods courses) is to provide you with opportunities to think about what it means to learn and teach mathematics and to introduce you to some techniques for teaching mathematics. In particular, we will focus primarily on the guiding principles of Teaching and Learning, Access and Equity, and Curriculum. The specific goals are listed below, including the major assignments (described later) that will primarily be used to assess achievement of these goals:  
• Developing an understanding of what it means to learn AND teach 
mathematics to ALL students. Although you have been a student of mathematics for some time, it is likely that you have not had opportunities to reflect on the learning of mathematics. What is mathematics? What does it mean to truly understand mathematics?  What does it mean for a student to “get” an idea in mathematics? How do you design experiences to facilitate the learning of mathematics?  These questions are essential in developing a sense of what it means to be an effective mathematics teacher. [Mathematics Autobiography, Plan, Teach, 
& Reflect]  
• Learn to read and analyze school mathematics curriculum and  standards. Although you will begin to learn how to teach over the course of the next two semesters, just as important is learning what to teach and why we teach what we teach. What is taught in middle school and high school mathematics courses? What content and practices will you be responsible for covering? Throughout the semester we will examine curriculum and standards documents and we will engage in the doing and reflecting on middle and high school mathematics tasks. 
[Curriculum Topic Study, Curriculum Reading, Task Analysis, Mathematics Unit 
Plan, Plan, Teach, & Reflect]  
• Developing the ability to design, teach, and reflect on mathematics units and 
lessons you and your colleagues teach. Teaching is essentially a design activity. Regardless of what you are asked to teach (by a school or district) you are still in the role of designer, crafting units and lessons that are mathematically rich and responsive to your students. Designing units and lessons requires more than just cracking open a textbook or creating a list of what you will do in a day in the 40 – 90 minutes you have with your students or what topics you will teach over multiple 
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 days. Designing and teaching mathematics lessons will require you to plan, enact, and continually reflect on the mathematics and your students’ engagement with the mathematics. [Curriculum Reading, Mathematics Unit Plan, Plan, Teach, & 
Reflect] 
 
COURSE MATERIALS 
 
Required Membership 
• NCTM Student Membership. You will need to join the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) as a student member. You will need to subscribe to both The 
Mathematics Teacher (high school journal) and Mathematic Teaching in the Middle 
School (middle school journal). The cost will be $44 (which includes digital access to one journal) and $19 for digital access to the additional journal. You may also choose print editions for an additional cost.  In addition to the journals, your membership will provide a free subscription to NCTM's monthly newsletter, a 20% discount on merchandise from the NCTM catalog, and a discounted rate to NCTM conferences.   To sign up, go to: http://www.nctm.org/membership/content.aspx?id=7618. You can join online by clicking the Join Online button and then selecting the last option for the Student E-Membership or you can fill out the form and mail it. For student e-memberships you will need to include my name and e-mail address on your form. Please include as my name: Lorraine Males and my e-mail: lmales2@unl.edu. You may also list me as the NCTM member that referred you and include my member ID which is: 4046953. 
 
Required Text 
• Wieman, R. & Arbaugh, F. (2013) Success from the start: Your first years teaching 
secondary mathematics. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.   You can purchase this from Amazon or from NCTM. If you choose to purchase this from NCTM make sure you are logged in, otherwise you will not receive your member discount.  
Course Management Systems 
• Google Drive.  Most course materials, including a schedule that will have seminar topics, homework assignments, and links to slides, will be in our Google Drive. Google Drive is a nice quick collaboration tool and a big advantage of Google Drive is that you can continue to access it after you are no longer a UNL student. This will allow you to return to the resources in your first few years of teaching. I will keep the folders in tact for a few years. Please note that when you are accessing a 
document that you are not asked to write directly on (e.g., syllabus, 
assignment sheets, readings, slides) you should ALWAYS  DOWNLOAD the 
document , rather than opening it. Some documents will be unreadable if 
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opened (because they will be converted to Google Doc/Sheets form) and this 
will also prevent us from having multiple copies of files in our Drive.    
• Blackboard.  Although I will not use Blackboard for many course documents, I will record your grades here. I will also use it for assignments, such as  our PRAXIS practice tests.  
 
Other Materials 
• Throughout the course you may be asked to obtain accounts for sharing information and engaging in discussions (e.g., Google Drive, VoiceThread). These will all be free accounts. You should not have to purchase anything unless you choose to upgrade from non-free accounts. In addition, you may choose to buy materials for your lessons, but you should make every effort to ask me before buying anything because I might have resources available for you.  
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND POLICIES 
 
Professionalism is expected. The structure of this class heavily relies on student interactions, and thus respectful and thoughtful class participation is required. This means attending all class prepared and to be engaged as an active, collaborative participant during each class session. Being prepared means doing the readings and/or assignments for each session and considering any questions I may provide before coming to class. In class you are expected to actively participate, be open to responsive feedback, be curious, seek opportunities, take initiative, and be responsible.   
 
Quality participation is characterized by: 
• active, enthusiastic participation and active listening in class discussions and activities 
• demonstrating your understanding of class readings by using what you’ve read to help explain or justify comments 
• asking thoughtful questions 
• responding to other students’ comments in a responsible and constructive manner 
• leadership and active participation in small group activities, helping keep the group on task 
• relating concepts from class to your experiences as a teacher and as a learner  
Acceptable participation is characterized by: 
• reasonable participation and reasonably active listening in discussion and activities 
• demonstrating some knowledge of class readings in comments 
• asking clarification questions about readings and concepts 
 
Unacceptable participation is characterized by: 
• physical presence in class but cognitive absence  
• little to no sharing of one’s own comments or responses to others’ comments 
• non-constructive responses to the comments of other students 
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Attendance Is Mandatory. This course is planned on the assumption that you will come 
on time and prepared to participate. Attendance and promptness is not only a 
courtesy, it is a professional obligation. If you need to miss class for a legitimate reason, you must contact me. The best way to contact me is via e-mail, but if that is not possible, please leave a message on my voicemail and follow up with e-mail when possible. Two or 
more unexcused absences (this includes non-legitimate absences even if you notify 
me about them) will result in a reduction of your grade.  
COURSE FEEDBACK  I have made a conscious choice to call this section feedback, rather than grades or evaluation because I find feedback, whether it verbal or written, more useful and beneficial for helping you develop as a teacher. So, not all assignments will receive grades. Some may be checked for completion, others will receive written and/or verbal feedback, and finally since I do need to assign a grade for this course, some will be graded using grading scales that I will give to you in advance of turning in the assignment either in the assignment document or on Blackboard. Please feel free to check in with me at any time about your work in the course. All assignments are due on agreed upon due dates.  Assignments will 
not be accepted late. Information about the major assignments can be found in the next section.      
 
*Important Notes about Grades. 
• For undergraduate students enrolled in TEC 451P, if you earn a grade below a C+ in TEAC 451P, you will not be able to continue on to TEAC 452P. You will need to retake TEAC 451P (which is only offered in the Spring).  
• For graduate students enrolled in TEAC 851P, since this course is cross-listed with a 400-level course, if you earn a grade below a B in TEAC851P, you will not be able to continue on to TEAC 452P. You will need to retake TEAC 451P (which is only offered in the Summer). 
 
Letter Grade Percent 
A+ 98 
A 93 
A- 90 
B+ 88 
B 83 
B- 80 
 
Letter Grade Percent 
C+ 78 
C 73 
C- 70 
D+ 68 
D 63 
D- 60 
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COURSE ASSIGNMENTS  In this section you will find the major assignments and how your final grade will be calculated. This is subject to change as I hope that as we move through the semester if topics arise that are more relevant or interesting to our work, we can be flexible. Below the table I have included a short summary of the assignment, but for each of these assignments you will receive more details, including how each will be graded. 
Major Assignment Categories Percent Mathematics Teaching Philosophy  20% Curriculum Topic Study (CTS) 25% Mathematics Unit Plan 20% Lesson Plan, Teach & Reflection (PTR) 25% Miscellaneous Assignments 10%  
Mathematics Teaching Philosophy (MTP). This assignment will engage you in examining your own beliefs about learning and teaching mathematics through a serious of assignments that will culminate in a draft of your teaching philosophy that will be finalized in TEAC 452P.    
Curriculum Topic Study (CTS). As you begin to learn more about students and teaching it makes sense to think not only about how to teach, but also about what to teach and why we teach what we teach. The purpose of the Curriculum Topic Study (CTS) assignment is to begin to familiarize yourself with mathematics curriculum topics and important Standards Documents, such as the Common Core Standards for Mathematics. This assignment will be completed with a partner throughout the semester with deadlines for each part of the assignment provided in advance.  
Mathematics Unit Plan (MUP). With a group, you will develop a unit plan for a Standards-Based secondary (middle or high school) mathematics curriculum suing the notion of Backward Design.      
 
Mathematics Lesson Plan, Teach, and Reflection (PTR). You will plan, teach, and reflect on one 30-minute lesson from the unit that you planned to our methods class. In addition to planning and teaching the lesson, you will also assign and grade homework. This lesson will be video-taped and posted on VoiceThread for reflection. In addition, you also will be asked to reflect on the lessons of each of your peers and provide a more detailed feedback to two of your peers throughout the semester.  
ADMISSION TO STUDENT TEACHING AND CERTIFCATION 
 
Admission to Student Teaching. All students who are candidates for an appropriately endorsed Nebraska Teacher’s Certificate are required to student teach. All students need to apply to student teach. Students who plan to student teach in the fall semester must complete the student teaching application form and submit it by the preceding March 1 to 
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 the Director of Field Experiences in 116 Henzlik Hall; students planning to student teach in the spring semester must apply by the preceding October 1. The basic program for student teaching provides for a full-day experience for an entire semester. Admission to student teaching requires the following: 1. Matriculation in a teacher education program in the College of Education and Human Sciences, the Graduate College, or dual matriculation in the College of Education and Human Sciences and another college. 2. Admission to a specific teacher education program. 
3. Senior standing (89 hours or more) with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 
on a 4.0 scale. 
4. Minimum grade point average of 2.5 in the endorsement area (MATH) with no 
grade below C. 5. A minimum grade point average of 2.5 in pre-professional and professional 
education courses and no grade below C in pre-professional education courses 
and no grade below a C+ in professional education courses. The pre-professional courses include: EDPS 297 and TEAC 259. The professional courses include: TEAC 451P, TEAC 452P, TEAC 397P, EDPS 457, SPED 401B, TEAC 497P. 6. All endorsement, pre-professional and professional education course work must be completed prior to student teaching. If necessary, no more than 6 hours of general education (ACE) or elective classes can be completed after the student teaching experience. 7. No additional course work can be taken during the student teaching semester unless prior approval is obtained from the Certification Officer, the Director of Field Experiences, or the Department Chair that oversees the program. 8. Completion of a second criminal history check that will be conducted, for CEHS, by the vender approved by CEHS (fee required). For more information, contact the Director of Field Experiences or your adviser. 
Certification. Effective September 1, 2015, the Nebraska Department of Education (NDE) will require all candidates pursuing a Nebraska teaching certificate to pass the content 
examination identified by the NDE in one’s subject area. For secondary (7-12) mathematics teachers this is the PRAXIS II Mathematics Content (5161) Exam and the 
passing score is set at 146. It is recommended that students complete most of their content courses before taking the appropriate test. Students should complete the appropriate exam just before or during student teaching. A listing of the required Praxis II tests can be found at: http://www.education.ne.gov/EducatorPrep/IHE/SkillsTesting/ContentTestScores.pdf.  Signup information will be available in the Student Services Center in 105 Henzlik Hall or can be found on-line at: http://www.ets.org/praxis. We will devote some time in TEAC 
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451P and TEAC 452P to preparing for this exam, but it is your responsibility to 
prepare beyond what may be done in your professional and endorsement 
coursework.   
UNIVERSITY POLICIES 
Academic Honesty.  Academic honesty is essential to the existence and integrity of an academic institution. The responsibility for maintaining that integrity is shared by all members of the academic community. To further serve this end, the University supports a Student Code of Conduct which addresses the issue of academic dishonesty.  
Commitment to Diversity. The University of Nebraska-Lincoln is committed to a pluralistic campus community through Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity. We assure reasonable accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act.   Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact me for a confidential discussion of their individual needs for academic accommodation. It is the policy of University of Nebraska-Lincoln to provide flexible and individualized accommodation to students with documented disabilities that may affect their ability to fully participate in course activities or to meet course requirements. To receive accommodation services, students must be registered with the Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) office, 132 Canfield Administration, 472-3787.  
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE CURRICULUM TOPIC STUDY PRESENTATION 
 
 
 
https://youtu.be/BeJ7YgOx794 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE PLAN, TEACH, REFLECT LESSON & FEEDBACK 
 
 
 
 
https://youtu.be/MnFPRPn32vw 
 
